The Press that Grows with You

The Lawson Proton solves the problem of deciding between the manual press for the future vs. the machine you need right now. The Proton is a completely modular, manual indexing printing press that grows with you. It can start as a 1-color/1-station bench model press, and then expand up to a 4-color/4-station carousel. Adding print heads and stations in the field is easy and takes only a few minutes. Each print head and station arrives assembled.

The Lawson Proton comes standard as a rear clamp machine but operators can convert to side-clamps in the field. Micro-registration is available and includes a locator grid and true X/Y movement. With twin, eccentric roller-bearing registration and a heavy-duty solid 1.625" shaft, the Proton has a standard 7-year registration warranty.

Your Essential Shop Element

The roller-bearing registration and solid never-wear shaft make the Proton a lifetime investment. Lawson's standard 7-year registration warranty is often paired with an optional lifetime warranty. With a floor stand option, printers decide whether to use the Proton as a bench or floor model press. As with the other features, the floor stand can be added later.
STANDARD FEATURES

- Totally Modular/Expandable Design
- Bench Model Design
- Rear Clamp Design w/ Adjustable Height & Angle
- Frame Clamping Bar
- Roller-Bearing Registration
- Composite Platens
- Adjustable Slide Platen
- Quick-Change Platen System
- 1-Year Comprehensive Parts Warranty
- 7-Year Registration Warranty
  24/7/365 Technical Support
- 4-Color, 4-Station Rotary is only 6' in diameter
- 24/7/365 Print Support

OPTIONAL FEATURES

- Micro-Registration
- Lifetime Parts Warranty
- Industrial Floor Stand with Leveling Feet
- Rubber-Surface Platens
- Specialty Platens
- Platens for Shirts and Pockets
  - Child Size: 9" x 18"
  - Youth: 11" x 18"
  - Adult: 14" x 18"
  - X-Large: 16" x 18"
- 3-Point On-Press Screen Registration
- Adjustable Side Clamps
- Vacuum System

POPULAR MODULAR CONFIGURATIONS:

- 1-Color, 1-Station
- 2-Color, 2-Station
- 4-Color, 1-Station
- 4-Color, 4-Station